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Lexomatic
Programming Manual
(the 2nd page is an
optional player aid)

Mission 1 Map Sheet

Command Sheet

Training Mission
Map Sheet (includes
Command Sheet)

White 6-sided die

Coloured 6-sided die

Pen or pencil

Recommended:
A typical single volume dictionary

Components

A solitaire word game of robot espionage. Includes multiplayer rules for any number of players.

You must issue commands for Lexomatic, a spy robot that has been dropped into the enemy base in
order to steal secrets. However, due to various design faults and bugs in the operating system, controlling

Lexomatic may not be as easy as you had hoped.

Map Sheet
Lexomatic
starting hex

Walls

Item
(to be collected)

Electromagnetic
interference

Door switch

Laser switch

Door

Laser

Wall for hard
level only
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Select a Mission and gather the necessary components.
If playing the Training Mission then the Mission 1 Map Sheet and Command Sheet are not required.
If playing Mission 1 then the Training Mission Map Sheet is not required.
Select a difficulty level (easy, normal or hard).

Each turn you
1. Determine the contents of the buffer,
2. Issue a command word or reset the buffer,
3. Mark the results on the map.

The game ends if
a. Lexomatic exits the map (you win),
b. Lexomatic hits a laser (you lose),
c. Lexomatic's temperature exceeds the level of your chosen difficulty level (you lose).

The aim of the game is to issue commands which result in Lexomatic moving around the map to collect
items and escape. On the way, Lexomatic will need to open doors, deactivate lasers and ideally avoid or
shield itself from electromagnetic interference.

Temperature Gauge
Lexomatic is prone to overheating. Lexomatic's
temperature is increased by 1 for each command
that cannot be carried out. This is done by
marking off the squares on the temperature
gauge.

Example:
3 command letters have been invalid so far,
so 3 squares of the temperature gauge have
been filled.

Command Sheet
Each turn you will send a command word to
Lexomatic. This must contain letters from the
buffer. The command word is written in the boxes
and the buffer is written in the spaces above.

Example:

Setup

Overview

Game Turn Phase 1 - Determine the contents of the buffer
To determine the contents of the buffer you
1. Remove the first letter of the previous buffer (if any) and write the remainder in the current buffer,
2. Roll both dice, cross-check with the Programming Manual and add one letter to the current buffer,
3. If Lexomatic was affected by electromagnetic interference in the previous turn, roll the dice and add
another letter,
4. If you rolled at least one 6 in steps 2 or 3, roll both dice again and add one more letter.

The buffer contains "G" and "E". The command word
is "aGReeD". The electromagnetic shield was turned
on during the 4th action.

The spaces underneath are used to indicate if and
when the electromagnetic shield was turned on by
placing a mark below the relevant letter.
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Remove the first letter of the previous buffer (if
any), and write the remainder into the buffer for
the current turn.

Examples:

Roll both dice and cross-check the result on the chart on the Programming Manual sheet.

If you do not roll a 6, write the indicated letter in
the buffer following any letters from step 1.

Example:

If you roll a white 4 and a coloured 2, you may
choose between I or J.

If you roll a 6, you may choose any one of the
letters in the corresponding row or column. If you
roll a double 6, you may choose any letter.

Example:

From step
1, the
buffer
contains
"E". Add
"M" to get
"EM".

From step
1, the
buffer
contains
"E". Add
any of
"Q", "R",
"S", "T"
or "U".

Write the chosen letter in the buffer following any
letters from step 1.

Buffer Contents Step 1 - Remove the first letter of the previous buffer

Buffer Contents Step 2 - Roll both dice and add a letter to the buffer

Write the chosen letter in the buffer following
any letters from step 1.
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If Lexomatic was affected by electromagnetic interference in the previous turn, add another letter. This is
done in exactly the same way as in step 2.

Buffer Contents Step 3 - Electromagnetic interference

Buffer Contents Step 4 - You rolled a 6

For details of how Lexomatic can be affected by electromagnetic interference, see the command "Activate
electromagnetic shield" on page 5.

If you rolled at least one 6 during steps 2 and 3, add another letter. This is done in exactly the same way
as in step 2.

Game Turn Phase 2 - Issue a command word or Reset the buffer
Each turn Lexomatic is able to receive one command word. This must be an English language word, as
may be found in a standard single volume dicrionary. Proper nouns and hyphenated words are not
allowed. The word must be from 1 to 9 letters in length.

If you cannot or do not wish to issue a command, you must reset the buffer instead. If you issue a
command word that is not in the dictionary, the buffer will be reset automatically.

Issue a command word
Examples:

Each letter in the word constitutes a separate
command. If an upper case letter is used, the
command refers to the movement direction in the
corresponding column. If a lower case letter is
used, the command refers to the action in the
corresponding row.

Example: "N" refers to move up, "n" refers to get item.

All letters in the buffer must be included in the
command word in the order they appear.
However, any number of letters may be inserted
before, between or after. Each letter, including the
buffer letters, may be written in the command
word in upper or lower case as desired.

If your command word turns out not to be in the
dictionary, it will not be executed and you must
reset the buffer instead.
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Cross out all letters in the buffer and leave the
command word blank.

Example:

However, clearing the buffer causes Lexomatic's
temperature to increase by the number of empty
spaces in the buffer. Mark this on the temperature
gauge.

You clear the buffer when it contains 3
letters. There are 6 empty spaces, so
Lexomatic's temperature is increased by 6.

Reset the buffer

Game Turn Phase 3 - Mark the results on the map
Take each command letter in order from left to right and execute the appropriate movement or action as
below.

For each command letter that Lexomatic cannot execute, Lexomatic's temperature is increased by 1.
Mark this on the temperature gauge on the map sheet.

A map hex containing a purple lightning bolt
indicates a source of electromagnetic interference.
This affects the hex containing the icon and, in
normal and hard modes, all adjacent hexes,
except that it is blocked by walls or closed doors.
If Lexomatic spends any part of a turn in an
affected hex without the shield activated, you will
be required to add an additional letter to the
buffer in the next turn (see Buffer Contents Step 3
- Electromagnetic Interference on page 4).

The shield protects Lexomatic from
electromagnetic interference from the moment it
is activated until the beginning of the next turn. If
Lexomatic begins a turn in an affected hex then
the first command must be to turn on the shield,
otherwise the buffer penalty will be incurred.

Example:
In normal and hard modes,
the shaded hexes are affected
by the electromagnetic
interference. In easy mode,
only the hex with the
lightning icon is affected.

Examples:

Shield activated in time.
Interference blocked.

Shield activated in time.
Interference blocked.

Shield activated too
late. Buffer penalty.

Shield activated too
late. Buffer penalty.

Command - Activate electromagnetic shield

Circle the purple lightning symbol to the right of
the command box for the current turn in order to
remind you that Lexomatic was affected by
interference.

Lexomatic's shield may be activated once per
turn. For each additional Activate Shield
command after the first, Lexomatic's temperature
must be increased by 1.

Make a mark below the corresponding command
letter to show that the shield has been activated.
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If Lexomatic is adjacent to a hex containing a
door switch, the "Open door" command will open
the corresponding door. It is not necessary for
Lexomatic to be adjacent to the door itself. Mark
the box to show that the door has been opened.
The door remains open for the rest of the game.
Note that a hex may contain two switches. In this
case, if you wish to open both doors, the open
door command must be used twice, once for each
switch / door.

If Lexomatic is not adjacent to a door switch, or
the corresponding door is already open,
Lexomatic's temperature must be increased by 1.

Example:

Lexomatic opens the door, then moves to the upper
right, then up and through the door.

If Lexomatic is in or adjacent to a hex containing
an item, and there is no intervening wall or closed
door, the "Grab item" command will cause
Lexomatic to pick up the item. Draw a circle
around the item.

If Lexomatic is not in the same hex as an item,
nor adjacent to a hex containing an item, or if the
item has already been collected, Lexomatic's
temperature must be increased by 1.

Example:

Lexomatic moves to the lower right,
then up, and then picks up the item.

If Lexomatic is adjacent to a hex containing a
laser switch, the "Disable laser" command will
disable the corresponding laser. It is not necessary
for Lexomatic to be adjacent to the laser itself.
Mark the box to show that the laser has been
disabled. The laser remains disabled for the rest
of the game. Note that a hex may contain two
switches. In this case, if you wish to disable both
lasers, the disable laser command must be used
twice, once for each switch / laser.

If Lexomatic is not adjacent to a laser switch, or
the corresponding laser is already disabled,
Lexomatic's temperature must be increased by 1.

Example:

Lexomatic disables the first laser, then moves up, then
disables the second laser. These commands are
successful, even though Lexomatic is outside the room
that contains the lasers.

Command - Open door

Command - Grab item

Command - Disable laser
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Draw a line from Lexomatic's current position to
the next hex in the indicated direction.

Example:

If Lexomatic's path is blocked by a wall or a
closed door, Lexomatic's temperature is increased
by 1.

If Lexomatic moves into a hex containing a laser
that has not been disabled, you lose the game
immediately.

Lexomatic may move into hexes containing items
or electromagnetic interference.

Lexomatic first moves to the upper
right. There is a wall blocking the
second movement command, so
Lexomatic's temperature is increased.
Lexomatic then moves to the upper left
and back to the lower right.

Command - Remove letter from buffer
If the buffer contains 2 or more letters, cross out
any letter except the first. (The first will be
removed anyway).

If the buffer contains only 1 letter, or all letters
except the first have already been removed,
Lexomatic's temperature is increased by 1.

Example:

The "Q" is removed. The next buffer will begin with
"F".

Command - Movement

The game ends immediately if
a. Lexomatic exits the map (you win),
b. Lexomatic hits a laser (you lose),
c. Lexomatic's temperature exceeds the level of your chosen difficulty level (you lose).

If Lexomatic exits the map then any remaining command letters are ignored. Lexomatic's temperature is
not increased further even if any remaining commands would be invalid.

Game End

Your score is as indicated on the Map Sheet. You will score points for collecting items and lose points for
exceeding a given number of turns.

Note that walls denoted by a dotted grey line are
used only in hard mode.

Examples:
Lexomatic can move through the grey dotted line in
easy or normal modes (left), but must go around in
hard mode (right).

A
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Contains various icons from game-icons.net and "Good Timing" font via dafont.com.

Multiplayer
Lexomatic supports muliple players as follows:

Credits

Summary of Commands
Icon Result if successful

Lexomatic will not be affected by
electromagnetic interference for
the remainder of the turn.

Activate door switch in adjacent
hex.

Grab item in current or adjacent
hex, if not blocked by a wall or

closed door.

Activate disable laser switch in
adjacent hex.

Remove any letter from the
buffer after the first.

Move in the appropriate
direction.

etc.

Increase temperature by 1 if

The shield has already been
activated this turn.

Lexomatic is not adjacent to an
unactivated door switch.

Lexomatic is not in the same hex
as an ungrabbed item, nor

adjacent to an ungrabbed item.

Lexomatic is not adjacent to an
unactivated disable laser switch.

There is only one undeleted
letter in the buffer.

There is a wall or closed door in
the way.

Name

Activate
electromagnetic

shield

Open door

Grab item

Disable laser

Remove letter from
buffer

Move

All players use the same dice rolls but record the results on their own command and map sheets.

Roll the dice in buffer steps 3 or 4 if the step applies to at least one player. If the step is not relevant to one
or more players, they ignore the dice roll.

The winner is the player whose Lexomatic exited the map with the highest score. Break ties in favour of
the player with the lowest Lexomatic temperature. If no player's Lexomatic exited the map then there is
no winner.

Each turn, the last player to have written down their command word adds 1 to their robot's temperature.

It is intended that Missions 2 to 5 will be published separately, each with unique new elements.

Further Missions

Thanks to BGG users KarlHanf and OdinAllFather for playtesting and feedback.

A
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Easy

Normal

Hard

Lexomatic Escape with items 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

1 10 22 37 55 76 100Points

Subtract 1 point for each turn after the 18thMission 1
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AB C D E AB
CDE

F G H I K
L MNOP
QR S T U
VWXY Z

J
FG
HIJK

LM
NOP

QR
STU

VW
XYZ

?EK
PUZ

DIJ
OTY

CH
NSX

BG
MRW

AF
LQV

A

a-z

A-Z

Key:

A a-zA-Z

Activate
electromagnetic shield

Open door Grab item Disable laser

Remove letter from
buffer

Move (Capital letter)
Movement

(Small letter)
Action
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Easy

Normal

Hard

Lexomatic Escape with items 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

1 10 22 37 55 76 100Points

Subtract 1 point for each turn after the 20thMission 2
Score 10 points per letter found

Letter Room

J

Q

V

X

Z
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Mission 2

Finding Letters

Teleporters

Mission 2 may be played standalone or as part of a campaign including missions 1 to 5. If you are playing
the campaign, be sure to retain map sheets from all missions. Mission 2 includes a new type of hex -
teleporters. There is also a bonus score for using particular letters.

Lexomatic must use teleporters to move from one
room of the map to another. If a letter from row 1
of the Programming Manual is used to move onto
a teleporter hex, Lexomatic is immediately
transported to teleporter 1, and so on. See the
table below. Note that if the movement letter's
row matches the current transporter number then
Lexomatic remains on the current transporter.

Examples:

AB C D E
F G H I K
LMNO P
QR S T U
VWX Y Z

Lexomatic uses the letter
"I" to move onto
teleporter 1. Since "I" is
from the 2nd row,
Lexomatic immediately
moves to transporter 2.
The letter "T" then
moves Lexomatic from
this new position.

J

Letter Room

J

Q

V

X

Z

Lexomatic uses the letter
"D" to move onto
teleporter 1. Since "D"
is from the 1st row,
Lexomatic remains on
transporter 1. The 2nd
movement using "O" is
therefore invalid, so
Lexomatic's temperature
is increased by 1.

There are 5 letters to be found during this mission, worth 10 points each. Simply issue
a command word that contains one of the letters and that letter is found. However,
each letter may only be found once, and only one letter may be found in each room.
If you find a letter, write the number of the room's teleporter next to the found letter
in the table on the map sheet.

Move onto a teleporter using a letter from a given
row to move onto the corresponding teleporter.

1
2
3
4
5



Easy

Normal

Hard

Lexomatic Escape with items 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

1 10 22 37 55 76 100Points

Subtract 1 point for each turn after the 15thMission 3
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Mission 3

Memory Loss

Mission 3 may be played standalone or as part of a campaign including missions 1 to 5. If you are playing
the campaign, be sure to retain all map sheets and note that Lexomatic's temperature is reset to zero
between missions. Mission 3 includes three new types of hex - Memory Loss, Tight Space and Tunnel.

If Lexomatic enters a Memory Loss hex then the
letter that was used to move into it is removed
from the Programming Manual. It is no longer
available for use in command words. However, if
you are playing the campaign and you found
letters in Mission 2 then you may immediately
use a found letter to replace the lost one. Each
found letter may only be used once, so cross out
the replacement letter on the mission 2 table.

Examples:

Lexomatic uses the letter
"M" to move into the
Memory Loss hex. You
decide to replace the
"M" with a "V" that
you collected in Mission
2.

Lexomatic uses the letter
"W" to move into the
memory loss hex. You
cannot or choose not to
replace it. "W" may not
be used for the rest of
the game / campaign.

Changes to the Programming Manual take place
immediately. If a deleted letter occurs again in the
current command word, Lexomatic's temperature
is increased by 1.

A B C D E
F G H K
L V N O P
Q R S T U
VW X Y Z

Letter Room

J

Q

V

X

Z

A B C D E
F G H K
L M N O P
Q R S T U
V X Y Z

If a letter that has been deleted (without being
replaced) should be entered into the buffer then
increase Lexomatic's temperature by 1 and roll
again.

Changes to the Programming Manual are carried
through the campaign. A blank Programming
Manual sheet is included.

I J

IJ
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Tight Fit

Tunnel

Lexomatic may not enter a Tight Fit hex using a
letter from the same row as the first letter in the
command word. This also means that the first
letter may not be used to enter a Tight Fit hex.

Example:

"D" is in the first row of
the Programming
Manual, the same as
"a", so the first
movement command
fails. The movement
using "O" succeeds.

If Lexomatic enters a hex containing a tunnel,
Lexomatic is immediately transported to the hex
containing the other end of the tunnel.

Example:

Memory Loss - Clarifications
If "I" is lost without being replaced then "J"
remains, and vice versa.

If in future you have a duplicated letter in your
buffer, you may choose to use the original or any
of the copies in your command word.

If in future you are required to delete or otherwise
modify a duplicated letter in the Programming
Manual, only the one that caused the change to
take place is affected. If more than one could
have caused the change then you may choose
which one is affected.

Examples:

A B C D E
F G H K
L V N O P
Q R S T U
VW X Y Z

There is a "V" in the
buffer. You may
interpret this as either
the one in row 3 /
column 2 or the one in
row 5 / column 1.

The "V" in column 1
was used to move into
the Memory Loss hex,
so that one is the "V"
that is deleted, not the
one in column 2.



?
A

a-z

A-Z

Key:

A a-zA-Z

?

?

?

?

?

?????

Activate
electromagnetic shield

Open door Grab item Disable laser

Remove letter from
buffer

Move (Capital letter)
Movement

(Small letter)
Action
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Normal

Hard

Lexomatic Escape with items 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

1 10 22 37 55 76 100Points

Subtract 1 point for each turn after the 15thMission 4
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Mission 4

Letter Swap

Mission 4 may be played standalone or as part of a campaign including missions 1 to 5. If you are playing
the campaign, be sure to retain all map sheets and the current Programming Manual and note that
Lexomatic's temperature is reset to zero between missions. Mission 4 includes a new type of hex - Letter
Swap.

If Lexomatic moves towards a Letter Swap hex
from an adjacent hex, as if to "bump" into it, the
letter used to move is replaced in the
Programming Manual with the letter written on
the Letter Swap hex. Lexomatic's temperature is
not increased.

Examples:

Lexomatic uses the letter
"W" to move towards
the Letter Swap hex
from an adjacent hex.
The "W" is replaced by
an "O". For the second
command, you may
now choose between
grabbing an item and
removing a letter from
the buffer.

A B C D E
F G H K
L M N O P
Q R S T U
V O X Y Z

However, each Letter Swap may only be used
once. Mark the box on the hex after the swap
takes place. If Lexomatic bumps into a marked
Letter Swap hex, no swap takes place and
Lexomatic's temperature is increased by 1.

If in future you have a duplicated letter in your
buffer, you may choose to use the original or any
of the copies in your command word.

If in future you are required to delete or otherwise
modify a duplicated letter in the Programming
Manual, only the one that caused the change to
take place is affected.

I J



Easy

Normal

Hard

Lexomatic Escape with items 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

1 10 22 37 55 76 100Points

Subtract 1 point for each turn after the 18thMission 5
Campaign: Add 50 points if you collected all 30 items.
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Mission 5

Rotate

Mission 5 may be played standalone or as part of a campaign including missions 1 to 5. If you are playing
the campaign, be sure to retain all map sheets and the current Programming Manual and note that
Lexomatic's temperature is reset to zero between missions. Mission 5 includes every type of hex that has
been seen so far and one new one - Rotate Map. There is also a calculation for the final campaign score
and a new difficulty level.

Examples:

Lexomatic uses the letter
"S" to move up. The letter
"o" is then used to rotate.

If Lexomatic is in or adjacent to a Rotate hex,
and there is no intervening wall or closed door,
the "Grab item" command will cause Lexomatic
to be rotated 60 degrees clockwise or
anticlockwise (your choice). Rotate the map sheet
to reflect this. All subsequent movement
commands are applied according to the new
orientation.

If Lexomatic is not in a Rotate hex (or Item hex),
nor adjacent to a Rotate hex (or Item hex), the
grab command will cause Lexomatic's
temperature to be increased by 1.

After the rotation,
Lexomatic uses "N" to
move up again. This is
now a different direction
than if the rotation had
not taken place.

Final Campaign Score
The final campaign score is the sum of the score from each of missions 1 to 5. There is also a bonus score
of 50 points if you managed to collect all 30 items. The maximum possible score is therefore 600.

Elite Difficulty Level
If you have completed the campaign at Hard difficulty level, you may wish to try Elite mode. This is the
same as Hard with the following additional Buffer Contents step between steps 3 and 4.

Buffer Contents Step 3.5 - Elite Level
In the previous turn, if Lexomatic's temperature was increased by any letter that was not in the buffer, add
another letter. This is done in exactly the same way as in step 2.


